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Our suggested Treks and Hikes in The Atlas Mountains (Morocco Trekking)

- 2-day Toubkal Trek
- 2-day Berber villages Trek
- 3-day Toubkal Trek round via Azzaden
- 3-day Berber villages Trek
- 4-day Berber villages Trek
- 5-day Berber villages Trek
- 5-day Berber villages & Toubkal Trek
- 6-day Toubkal Trek
- 7-day Atlas Mountains Trek

Our goal is to achieve customer satisfaction. We offer private tours, treks, day trips, and multi-destination packages in Morocco.
2-Day Atlas Toubkal Trek

2 DAYS TOUBKAL TREK TO ASCENT MOUNT TOUBKAL IN ADVENTURE TREK WITH EXPERIENCED LOCAL GUIDES.

- DAY 1. IMLIL TREK TO TOUBKAL REFUGE VIA AREMD AND THE MIZANE VALLEY
- DAY 2. TREK TO SUMMIT OF JEBEL TOUBKAL (4165M); RETURN TO IMLIL

Atlas Mountain Trek Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, Transfers to Imlil and back, Local English-speaking guide, Cook to prepare the meals, Muleteers, and mules for luggage, Meals on the trek (lunches, dinner, breakfast), Bottled mineral water during the trek, Accommodation in a refuge.
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2-Day Berber Villages Trek

2 DAYS BERBER VILLAGE TREK IN ATLAS MOUTAINS: AZZADEN VALLEY TREK FROM MARRAKECH

- DAY 1: MARRAKECH – IMLIL (1740M) – TIZI MZIK (2500M) – TAMSOULTE WATERFALLS (2300M) – Tizi Oussem (1850M)

Atlas Mountain Trek Includes:
Hotel picks up / drop off, Transfers to Imlil and back, Local English-speaking guide, Cook to prepare the meals, Muleteers, and mules for luggage, Meals on the trek (lunches + dinner + breakfast), Bottled mineral water during the trek, accommodation in a Berber village.
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3-Day Toubkal Atlas Trek

MT TOUBKAL CLimb 3 DAYS: GUIDED ATLAS MOUNTAIN TREK WITH TOUBKAL ASCENT WITH EXPERIENCED LOCAL GUIDES

- DAY 1: MARRAKECH – IMLIL – TOUBKAL REFUGE
- DAY 2: TOUBKAL REFUGE – MT TOUBKAL – REFUGE TOUBKAL
- DAY 3: TOUBKAL REFUGE – IMLIL – MARRAKECH

Equipment, Clothing:
Good walking boots and socks / good trainers, Personnel first aid kit, 3 to 4 season sleeping bag, Daysack/backpack, Head torch/headlamp, Ice ax and crampons (winter), Lightweight waterproof overtrousers / rain-pants, Water bottle or camelback (recommended).
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3-Day Berber Villages Trek

BERBER VILLAGES TREK 3 DAYS: HIKING BERBER VILLAGES WITH GUIDE. GUIDED TREK IN ATLAS MOUNTAINS.

- DAY 1: MARRAKECH - IMI OUGHLAD - TINZERT
- DAY 2: TINZERT - AZZADEN VALLEY (AIT AISSA)
- DAY 3: AIT AISSA - TIZI N MZIK - IMLIL

Highlights:
Explore High Atlas mountains, Visit Berber villages, Guided mountain trip, Visit amazing nature, Explore Imlil and valleys.

This trek runs all year round and can depart at any date of your preference.
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4-Day Atlas Berber Villages Trek

BERBER VILLAGES TREK: 4 DAYS ATLAS HIKING & BERBER VILLAGE TREK AS BERBER VILLAGE TRAIL EXPERIENCE

- DAY 1: TRANSFER FROM MARRAKECH TO AGERSIOUAL
- DAY 2: TREKKING WITH LOCALS
- DAY 3: TREKKING IN ATLAS MOUNTAINS
- DAY 4: TRANSFER TO MARRAKECH

Included:
Marrakech hotel picks up / drop off, Transfers to Imlil and back, Local English-speaking guide, Cook to prepare the meals, Muleteers, and mules for luggage, Meals on the trek (lunches + dinners + breakfasts), Bottled mineral water, Accommodation in a Berber villages.
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**5-Day Berber Villages Trekking**

BERBER VILLAGES TREK 5 DAYS FROM IMLIL OR MARRAKECH: ATLAS TREK TIZI OUSSEM, HIKING IN TIZI MZIK

- **DAY 1:** MARRAKECH – IMI OUGHLAD – TIZI N'TACHTE – TIZIANE
- **DAY 2:** TIZZIANE – TIZI N'TAGHRHOURTE – D'KNT
- **DAY 3:** D'KNT – TIZI N'TAGDALTE – TIZI OUSSEM
- **DAY 4:** TIZI OUSSEM – TIZI M'ZZIK – IMLIL
- **DAY 5:** IMLIL – TIZI N TAMATERT – IKKISS – AGERSIOUAL – MARRAKECH

**Info:**
The accommodation will be in Berber homes which are simple gites inside Berber villages. Camping will be an option during the summer months if preferred.
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5-Day Berber Villages & Winter Toubkal

TOUBKAL CLIMB & IMLIL TREK WITH WINTER TOUBKAL CLIMB. EXPLORE BERBER VILLAGES IN ATLAS.

- DAY 1: MARRAKESH - IMI OUGHLAD - TINZERT
- DAY 2: TINZERT - AZZADEN VALLEY (AIT AISSA)
- DAY 3: AIT AISSA - TIZI N MZIK - IMLIL
- DAY 4: IMLIL – SIDI CHAMHAROUSH – TOUBKAL REFUGE
- DAY 5: TREK TO SUMMIT OF JEBEL TOUBKAL (4165M) - IMLIL - MARRAKECH

Info:
This Marrakech to Toubkal trip runs all year round and can depart at any date of your choice.
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6-Day Toubkal Trek & Lake Ifni

6 DAY 5 NIGHTS ATLAS MOUNTAIN TREK TO LAKE IFNI AND TOUBKAL TREKKING TOUR (FROM MARRAKECH)

- DAY 1: MARRAKECH - IMLIL - TACHEDDIRT
- DAY 2: TACHEDDIRT - AZIB LIKEMT
- DAY 3: AZIB LIKEMT - TIZI N'OURAI - AMSOUZERT
- DAY 4: AMSOUZERT - LAKE IFNI
- DAY 5: LAKE IFNI - NELTER HUT
- DAY 6: MT. TOUBKAL SUMMIT - IMLIL

Info:
Local guide, Cook, Muleteers, and mules for luggage, Full board, Accommodation in Berber villages, All transfers (hotel - trek - hotel).
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7-Day Atlas Mountains Trekking

7 DAYS ATLAS MOUNTAIN TREK FROM MARRAKECH WITH EXPERIENCED LOCAL GUIDES AND SAGHRO VOLCANIC MASSIF HIKE

- DAY 1: MARRAKECH - TIZI N'TICHKA PASS – TAGDILT
- DAY 2: TAGDILT – AMDA N’OUGHYOUL
- DAY 3: AMDA N’OUGHYOUL – IGLI
- DAY 4: IGLI – BAB N’ALI
- DAY 5: BAB N’ALI – ASSAKA - IGHAZOUNE N’OUMLAS
- DAY 6: IGHAZOUNE N’OUMLAS – NKOB
- DAY 7: NKOB – MARRAKECH

Info:
This trek runs all year round and can depart at any date of your preference.
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Whether arranging trips to meet the needs of individual clients or to satisfy the requirements of groups with special areas of interest, our accomplished team always endeavors to make every trek a tremendous one.
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